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Introduction

Reports on the student debt crisis often focus on the fact that there is over $1.7 trillion in student loan debt outstanding in the United States.¹ But that massive figure does not represent the full scope of money that students owe as a consequence of their pursuit of higher education. The truth of the matter is that nobody actually knows how much debt and credit is used to pay for college attendance. Instead, as the Student Borrower Protection Center (SBPC) has previously documented, billions of dollars used to finance higher education exist in the massive, opaque, and lightly regulated market for so-called "shadow student debt"—an umbrella term for the broad set of risky loans and credit available outside of the traditional private student loan market.² This debt has been instrumental as a tool to prop up some of the most predatory schools in the for-profit college sector, leaving borrowers with unaffordable debt and forcing them to grapple with a range of illegal industry practices as they try to pay it back.³

The SBPC’s new investigation into shadow student debt has revealed an additional troubling trend: public institutions of higher education across the country, from flagship state universities to local community colleges, are driving students to take on possibly billions of dollars of dangerous shadow student debt. This report lays out these findings with a particular focus on how Online Program Managers (OPMs)—private contractors that colleges hire to assist them in the expansion of their online course offerings—are helping public schools push students toward these dangerous forms of credit. This pattern is especially prevalent at so-called “bootcamps,” short-term, non-degree granting credential programs that OPMs provide on behalf of client colleges. These programs claim to train students in topics ranging from software development to financial technology (“fintech”). In short, this report reveals that public schools are blurring the lines between lender, school, and service provider in their marketing materials while directing students to take on expensive credit with risky terms to finance attendance at OPM-backed bootcamps.

Public schools’ efforts to drive students toward shadow student debt likely violate critical consumer protections, making clear that the Department of Education (ED) must respond with a level of urgency that it has so far yet to
muster. Moreover, in light of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act’s (the Dodd-Frank Act or Dodd-Frank) extension of authority to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB/Bureau) over any firm providing “substantial assistance” to a consumer finance company, OPMs’ actions in this space raise the need for substantial investigation and inquiry by the CFPB. This report lays out clear steps that ED, the CFPB, and state policymakers must take to enforce the law and protect borrowers.
Background: Private Student Loans and Shadow Student Debt

While most student loans in the United States are Direct Loans originated by the Department of Education, private student loans—consisting mainly of loans made by large banks, credit unions, and other companies offering specialty credit used to finance postsecondary education—are now a roughly $140 billion market. These loans are usually used as a supplement to federal student aid, and they have grown rapidly in tandem with federal student loans. The balance of private student loans outstanding is now larger than the payday loan market and the total balance of past-due medical debt in the U.S., with borrowers owing 71 percent more private student loan debt than they did a decade ago. Moreover, this market continues to expand at a brisk pace—from 2008 to 2019, the balance of outstanding private student loans grew a full 11 percentage-points more than the balance of auto loans, 69 percentage-points more than the sum of credit card balances, and 70 percentage-points more than the mortgage market.

Industry regularly paints a rosy picture of borrower outcomes in the private student loan market, but research indicates that many borrowers—and, in particular, many borrowers of color—struggle under the weight of private education debt. For example, Americans pay almost as much in interest and fees each year on private student loans as they do on overdrafts, and well over half of payments on private student loans are made by households that report facing substantial financial hardship. Recent analysis shows that nearly one-in-four Black borrowers with private student loans reports falling behind on those loans due to economic hardship, a rate nearly four times higher than that of their white peers. Research additionally indicates that Black borrowers with private student loans who earn bachelor’s degrees are roughly ten times more likely to have fallen behind in repayment on those loans than white borrowers with private student loans at the same level of educational attainment. The situation is made worse by a unique lack of consumer protections in the private student loan space, including the absence of key data concerning basic facts related to the market and borrowers’ experiences within it.
Additionally, away from brand-name private student loan companies and sometimes even from the legal definition of a “private education loan,” the broader student finance market also includes a variety of expensive, misleadingly marketed, and lightly underwritten credit products that are used primarily to finance attendance at for-profit colleges. These products include certain private student loans, personal loans, lines of open-ended revolving credit, income share agreements, unpaid balances owed directly to schools, and various other forms of debt and credit. Moreover, the multi-billion dollar market that these products constitute has traditionally been overlooked by regulators and policymakers. Accordingly, products in this market are referred to as forms of “shadow student debt.”

Shadow student debt carries considerable risk. Investigations into this market have identified that it involves extremely high interest rates and fees, reckless underwriting including the extension of credit that lenders may know is unlikely to be repaid, and aggressive debt collection practices including transcript and credential withholding. Investigations into this market have revealed abuses ranging from small startups misrepresenting the costs of their loans to large corporations extending revolving credit at double-digit interest rates for dubious non-accredited programs. Further, a history of law enforcement actions and scandals at for-profit colleges points to an industry that regularly fails to comply with federal and state law, and which is often instrumental in propping up for-profit colleges that do the same.

Unfortunately, it is now clear that these debts are not confined to the for-profit space. Instead, an SBPC investigation has revealed that public universities are now also driving students toward dangerous shadow student debt.
About this Report

Context and Methodology

This report uncovers new evidence of the reach of the market for shadow student debt and the scope of firms driving students toward it.

Building on previous research, the SBPC has continued to investigate the shadow student debt market and companies operating in the space. Ongoing market monitoring revealed that public colleges and universities appeared to be advertising or otherwise recommending to students that they finance educational expenses for certain courses of study through firms operating in the shadow student loan market.

To fully investigate this phenomenon, the SBPC accessed a comprehensive list of public Title IV schools from the Department of Education and conducted exhaustive online searches using various permutations of the names of schools and the names of shadow student debt companies compiled in previous research. In addition, the SBPC reviewed several contractual arrangements between schools and third-party contractors that assist in online course development and implementation, known as Online Program Managers, that other researchers made available as part of previous analysis (see further discussion of OPMs below).

The SBPC’s investigation revealed that public colleges and universities across the country now offer courses under their own branding that direct students to finance their education through shadow student debt. These courses frequently (though not exclusively) exist as non-Title IV eligible bootcamps, which are short-term, non-degree granting credential programs that claim to train students in topics ranging from software engineering to data science. Often aimed at students looking to change careers, including students who either already completed or never attended college, bootcamps regularly make lofty promises of high-paying jobs in the technology industry upon graduation and usually
encourage students to take on shadow student debt in the process—even when these programs exist under a public school’s brand.

**Online Program Managers**

The SBPC’s investigation also revealed that instances in which public institutions were found to drive students toward shadow student debt usually (though not always) involved courses that schools offered through a contractual relationship with an Online Program Manager (OPM).

OPMs are companies that facilitate colleges’ expansions of online educational offerings in exchange for a portion of the tuition revenue associated with the courses of study they manage. The specific services that OPMs provide at a given school vary on a contractual basis across institutions, with OPMs in some instances simply providing a platform for school-provided teaching and in other cases OPMs developing, recruiting for, and conducting job placement services for a given course of study. Arrangements between OPMs and schools can be lucrative for both sides. For example, a former Title IV college dean who contracted with an OPM to develop an online course of graduate study referred to online OPM-backed programs as a “cash cow” for schools. Meanwhile, OPMs take as much as 80 percent of the tuition dollars associated with the courses they help schools introduce through so-called “revenue sharing” arrangements. Recent estimates indicate that universities and colleges pay as much as $4 billion per year to OPMs, and that they will pay $10 billion per year to these firms by 2025.

Many of the largest OPM firms are publicly traded corporations, and the recent history of the space has involved OPMs increasingly pivoting toward offering non-degree granting vocational bootcamps. Notable examples of this trend include the $750 million 2019 acquisition of the technology education company Trilogy Education by the OPM 2U, Inc. and the $20 million 2019 purchase of Fullstack Academy by the OPM Zovio Education. Both transactions were framed by the acquiring companies as efforts to expand their respective bootcamp offerings.

Scholars and consumer advocates have questioned the quality of courses offered through OPMs. For example, after reviewing various contracts underlying the operating agreements between universities and OPMs, researchers at the nonprofit The Century Foundation concluded that many programs offered at brand-name universities through OPMs “expose students to the same risks involved with enrolling in a for-profit college, but with even less protection than those students receive,” that these programs suffer from a “lack of transparency afforded students and the public,” and that school-OPM agreements can “wrest most educational control from the professors and instructors who have been hired to teach those subjects.” The researchers warned of
instances particularly involving public colleges where students were “left with astronomical debts” for low-quality programs. Indeed, the track record of outcomes for students who pursue courses of study provided by OPMs illustrates the risks that these firms produce, with borrowers regularly taking on massive debt burdens for courses that ultimately prove to be of far lower quality than advertised.

Importantly, the growth of the OPM sector depends in part on 2011 guidance from the Department of Education creating a loophole that exempts OPMs from certain rules meant to prevent schools from incentivizing their employees and agents to maximize class enrollment in ways that can be dangerous for students. These rules were passed into law decades earlier after a series of scandals in the 1980s revealed that for-profit colleges had relied on high-pressure sales tactics to meet enrollment goals, often leading “admissions counselors” to target vulnerable and unprepared students for degrees they would be unlikely to finish or benefit from. Under the so-called “incentive compensation ban,” schools cannot pay employees based on the number of students they recruit or receive a share of the federal student aid dollars generated by the students they help enroll. However, a 2011 “Dear Colleague” letter from ED exempted OPMs from this ban if they provided “bundled services” at a given school, meaning that OPMs could take a cut of the revenue they generate if they offer services such as marketing, program application assistance, or course support in addition to recruitment.

Recent prominent examples lay bare that this exemption has allowed OPMs to revive the harmful practices that the incentive compensation ban was meant to weed out.
### OPMs

**Contractors that facilitate colleges’ online course offerings, taking a cut of revenue generated**

- **Owner:** 2U, Inc.
  - School partners: 49
  - 2020 revenue: $279 million\(^1\)

- **Owner:** Zovio, Inc.
  - School partners: 10+
  - 2020 revenue: $21 million\(^2\)

- **School partners:** 22
  - Focus area: community colleges

- **Owner:** John Wiley & Sons Inc.
  - School partners: 9

### Shadow Lenders

**Companies offering costly, risky debt and credit generally used to prop up for-profit schools**

- **Origination:** $100 million+
  - Borrowers: 11,000+
  - School partners: 140+

- **Borrowers:** 4,000+
  - School partners: 300+
  - Funds raised: $20 million

- **Offers bootcamp loans as “Skills Fund”**
  - Bootcamps served: 400+

- **Point-of-sale revolving credit**
  - Credit available: $3 billion\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) Alternative Credential Segment revenue

\(^2\) Growth Segment revenue

\(^3\) Unused credit among account holders

Source: public reports, company filings
Findings

This report reveals that public colleges and universities across the country are driving students toward dangerous forms of debt and credit. In particular, the SBPC’s investigation indicates that public schools are blurring the lines between lender, school, and service provider in their marketing materials while directing students to take on expensive debt with risky terms to finance attendance at bootcamps. This conduct appears to frequently involve substantial assistance from OPMs such as 2U and Zovio, and to specifically lead students toward shadow student debt companies that have track records marked by borrower harm. Both schools and OPMs benefit from revenue sharing arrangements fueled by proceeds from the credit that borrowers take on. Further, schools, lenders, and OPMs are failing to make key required disclosures related to the nature of their partnerships and students’ financing options, leaving borrowers in the dark with regard to the cost of the loans they are taking on and the alternatives they may have available. These practices stand to leave borrowers saddled with unaffordable debt.

The SBPC’s investigation uncovered the following:

- **Public schools are pushing students toward shadow student debt—all while blurring the line between lender, school, and service provider.** Public colleges ranging from flagship state universities to local community colleges are driving students to finance their education.
through shadow student debt. In particular, in dozens of examples, public colleges and universities are currently listing specific shadow lenders as a recommended option for students to finance attendance at non-degree granting programs.54 This phenomenon is especially prevalent at bootcamps offered with the support of an OPM and presented under a public school’s branding through marketing housed on a school’s web domain.55 For example, in a co-branded page advertising a coding bootcamp offered through the OPM Trilogy, the University of Texas at San Antonio lists various lenders including Meritize and Climb Credit in a graphic with the header “Options To Help You Invest In Your Future.”56 In another case, Colorado State University lists the lenders Climb Credit and Ascent on a webpage it uses to advertise bootcamps offered through the OPM Fullstack Academy as “Financing Options.”57 Given that the recommendation of a certain lender appears on a university-branded page, borrowers are likely to assume that the school itself is endorsing the product and company in question.58

Public schools are also pushing shadow student debt without the help of an OPM. For example, a career training program advertised by the University of California, Berkeley and hosted on a “berkeley.edu” web domain markets an income share agreement (ISA) for a career training program.59 A similar ISA that the SBPC has previously reported on60 is advertised by the University California, San Diego to finance attendance at various programs available through its extension school.61 ISAs are an emerging but dangerous type of shadow student debt that ties monthly payment amounts to borrowers’ income,62 and the firms that offer them are known to rely on an array of abusive and illegal practices.53 Similarly, public colleges are advertising the
availability of expensive revolving credit, including funding available through PayPal Credit, as an ave-
num to finance courses of education. In these instances, such as in the case of Indiana University,
schools sometimes appear to represent that revolving credit through PayPal Credit is the only credit
option available for students interested in financing educational expenses.

The shadow student debts that public schools are driving students toward are extremely
tensive and risky. As is typical in the shadow student debt market, the products that public
schools are driving students toward regularly involve double-digit APRs, excessive fees, and other terms likely
to be particularly dangerous for borrowers. For example, a Climb Credit loan for a coding bootcamp
available at the community college Sierra College and facilitated by the OPM Promineo comes at a
14.44 percent APR with a five percent origination fee. Note that, according to at least one industry
media source, “most private student loan lenders do not charge origination fees.” Similarly, the “example loan” available for online OPM-backed bootcamps at 11 or more large public universities through the shadow debt company Ascent involves a five percent origination fee and an APR that ranges up to 16.98 percent.

However, expense is not the only worrying aspect of these loans, as additional terms hidden lurking in the fine print are likely to confuse or harm borrowers. For example, Ascent discloses in the fine print on its own website that its loans are structured as personal loans and not as student loans, meaning among other things that interest on the loans is not tax-deductible and that they cannot be refinanced in the same way as a private student loan.

However, these disclosures are not consistently made on the webpages of the public schools advertising Ascent’s loans for OPM-facilitated coding bootcamps. Evidence is already available that borrowers have been confused and harmed by this lack of full information. Further, PayPal Credit products such as the one advertised by Indiana University claim to be “interest-free” for borrowers’ first six months in debt, but the fine print of the product’s terms and conditions reveal that this offering is actually part of a dangerous “deferred interest” arrangement. This means that if borrowers do not pay off their entire balance within six months, a 23.99 percent rate of interest is retroactively charged on their loans as if they had carried a balance on their credit card from the day of origination. Contractual mechanisms such as this one have previously drawn scrutiny from regulators including the CFPB. In addition, reports from consumers indicate that shadow student debts generally lack meaningful protections for borrowers facing economic hardship such as that brought on by the economic fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Finally, income share agreements, the products touted by the University of California, Berkeley and the University of California, San Diego, have a well-documented history of deploying deceptive business practices, profiting off of disparate impacts that harm students of color, inserting illegal fees into their contracts, blocking borrowers from accessing their rights, and, most importantly, claiming that they are not a loan or form of credit and therefore do not need to comply with key state and federal consumer protection laws. The University of California, Berkeley’s ISA appears to follow along the trend of claiming not to be a loan, as while little detail is provided about the product’s terms, Berkeley’s marketing materials state that its ISA is “a new alternative to a traditional student [sic] loans.” Similarly, the
University of California, San Diego has specifically referred to its ISA offerings as an effort to “Solve Student Loan Debt.” Marketing materials for another ISA available at the University of Utah describe the product by saying, “[i]t is not a traditional loan or grant, and there is no principal balance or interest rate.”

- Public schools and OPMs appear to have preferred lender arrangements with companies offering shadow student debt but are failing to meet key transparency requirements related to these partnerships and students’ financing options. The SBPC’s investigation revealed that several public schools appear to be engaged in so-called “preferred lender arrangements” with creditors operating in the shadow student debt market, as the schools appear to be endorsing specific lenders’ products in exchange for the assurance that those firms will lend to students attending certain programs at those schools. This pattern is especially prevalent and visible at public schools offering bootcamps facilitated through OPMs. For example, available evidence points to nearly a dozen instances in which schools with bootcamps facilitated by the OPM Fullstack Academy, a subsidiary of Zovio, include on the webpages marketing these programs that Fullstack “partners” with the shadow student debt companies Climb.
Credit and Ascent to help students finance bootcamp attendance. Similarly, at least two blog posts hosted on public colleges’ websites for bootcamps facilitated by 2U specifically praise loan options for students available through Climb Credit, while tweets from at least two public colleges have mentioned Climb Credit and Ascent by name as financing options. Borrowers observing these recommendations are likely to assume that schools have vetted these options as the best or the only financing options available, even when that may not be the case.

The situation is made worse by schools’ failure to make various required disclosures that borrowers rely on to make informed, safe decisions. For example, exhaustive searches conducted as part of the methodology described above revealed that several of the schools driving students toward shadow student debt are not disclosing key details around the types of products available to borrowers. This includes details that they are required to disclose under the law. In particular, in every example uncovered, it does not appear that institutions are meeting their obligation to publicly explain the nature and rationale behind their preferred lender arrangements. These findings mean that borrowers are being left entirely in the dark by public colleges regarding the full suite of financing options they have available, the quality of the options being advertised under their school’s branding, and how their colleges came to recommend particular creditors.

- **The shadow student debt companies that public schools are driving students toward have dubious track records.** The public schools addressed in this report are driving students toward companies known to deploy questionable business practices likely to harm borrowers. For example, well over a dozen public universities advertise the availability of loans from Climb Credit on their websites or on websites under their branding. Climb Credit’s own website lists several additional public institutions at which the company claims its loans are available. However, the SBPC’s research has previously revealed that Climb Credit may have misrepresented the cost of its loans in violation of consumer financial law, misstated the career qualifications made available by courses offered through partners, made inaccurate representations around the income growth of graduates from partner programs, and priced loans using methodology that may violate the Equal Credit Opportunity Act.
Similarly, the SBPC’s investigation revealed that several public universities advertise the availability of loans from Ascent, a subsidiary of the firm Goal Structured Solutions (GSS). GSS is best known as the administrator of the National Collegiate Student Loan Trusts, the scandal-plagued student loan securitization vehicles that have been found to target people of color in courtrooms across the country and to have deployed illegal “robo-signing” tactics last seen in the run-up to the subprime mortgage crisis as a means to defraud defaulted borrowers.

Finally, various public schools are marketing loans from PayPal Credit as a means to finance programs of study. These schools are driving students toward a firm that has been caught misleading borrowers about interest accrual terms in their loan contracts, forcing borrowers to forgo their right to seek justice in the courts when they are harmed, and deploying extremely aggressive debt collection tactics such as reserving the right upon a borrower’s unexpected death to “request payment of the full amount due right away” from the estate of the deceased borrower.

- **OPMs provide key financial services to schools—and substantial value for creditors—with regard to the execution of student financing.** Though OPMs’ role is generally described as pertaining to recruitment, enrollment, and course facilitation, the SBPC’s extensive review of the contracts between public colleges and OPMs reveals that OPMs are intricately involved in matters related to student financing. Specifically, the SBPC’s investigation indicates that OPMs play a key role in receiving, refunding, and otherwise managing student payments for OPM-facilitated programs. In turn, OPMs
substantially assist both schools and shadow student debt companies in administering student financing.

The depth of the assistance OPMs offer schools is exemplified in the 2018 contract between the OPM Trilogy and the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) related to “coding and technology related . . . boot camps” Trilogy facilitates through UCLA’s extension school. The contract positions Trilogy as a key payment manager, stipulating that “[f]or all enrollment except private loan and VA (if applicable), students will enroll and pay [Trilogy] via the landing page.” This management role extends to the handling of refunded student funds, as the contract lists one of Trilogy’s responsibilities as involving “[c]ollaboration with [UCLA] on refund amounts different than standard [UCLA] refund policy, issu[ing] refunds to non-private loan or VA (if applicable) students and invoic[ing] UCLA for portion of the refund.” Concerning non-Title IV students, the contract additionally requires Trilogy to refer “all students who are interested in University of California private loan certification or VA benefits (if applicable) to [the UCLA] Financial Aid Office,” giving Trilogy a key role in directing students toward financing. The contract even adds that Trilogy will help prepare certain tax documents of students, mandating that Trilogy will “collaborate with [UCLA] to issue 1098-Ts for students in the PROGRAM.” Form 1098-T is a federal tax form that “reports, among other things, amounts paid for qualified tuition and related expenses” and that allows borrowers to qualify for certain tax credits. Each of these contract terms amounts to the provision of important services related to student financing by the OPM, and they recur across several contracts between colleges and OPMs.

In other cases, the financial services that OPMs provide schools are even clearer. For example, the OPM Promineo has built co-branded websites for community colleges and university clients across the country, many of which explicitly direct students to use credit cards to make down payments to their school of choice at the time of enrollment and offer detailed steps eligible borrowers can take to secure outside funding to successfully pay their school. In one case, the webpage Promineo made to advertise a bootcamp at the College of Southern Nevada—making extensive use of the College of Southern Nevada’s branding but being hosted on Promineo’s web domain—states “$3,595 due at the time of registration in the form of a Visa or MasterCard.* . . . Students who are unemployed or underemployed may be eligible for financial support to pay for the course through the Nevada One-Stop Career Center. . . . * Contact the program
OPMs also provide equally substantial services for creditors. In particular, beyond assistance in loan management, several examples indicate that OPMs act as key lead generators for companies in the shadow student debt market. As described above, this lead generation can take the form of OPMs listing specific shadow student loan companies on marketing websites co-branded with schools. However, it can also take place more subtly through partnerships between OPMs and creditors in instances where students are advised to contact their school’s financial aid office instead of being directed to a specific lender on a bootcamp’s website. For example, a webpage for a Trilogy-facilitated data science bootcamp at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte does not market any specific student loan company’s products, but it does indicate that “[a]fter acceptance into the program, you will connect with admissions to discuss which financial option works best for you.” Meanwhile, Climb Credit’s website makes clear that it has a specific loan product intended for “University of North Carolina at Charlotte Boot Camps financing,” and there is evidence that students are taking on these loans for the University of North Carolina at Charlotte’s bootcamp. In this case and more generally across the instances where schools advise students to contact their financial aid offices regarding private financing options, any partnership between the company facilitating a student’s program and a lender is likely to be extremely valuable to that lender.

Potential Violations of the Law and Legal Implications

The SBPC’s investigative findings raise significant questions regarding the specific nature of the partnerships between public schools, OPMs, and shadow student debt companies. In turn, these findings point to substantial concerns related to the legal obligations that those relationships entail and the consequences for noncompliance with those responsibilities. Simply put, it appears that many of these relationships run afoul of critical consumer protection statutes and place OPMs within the oversight authority and enforcement jurisdiction of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.

Violations of Preferred Lender List Requirements

It is clear from the findings outlined above that public schools are offering specific companies in the shadow student debt market preferential treatment. These schools are marketing and helping to fulfill the lending of these firms’ products, with OPMs acting as substantial intermediaries to assist with the advertising and
orchestration of student financing. Conduct along these lines bears striking similarity to behavior that grew out of back-room deals that have previously led to scandals in the student loan market, such as when the New York Attorney General’s Office uncovered that private student loan companies had created elaborately intermingled and legally dubious relationships with school administrators in exchange for those officials’ promise to direct students to their loans.¹³³

In response to those revelations, Congress enacted legislation codifying limitations on and borrower protections related to preferred lender arrangements between schools and private student loan companies, including extensive disclosure and transparency measures.¹³⁴ As discussed above, schools with preferred lender arrangements must publish a formal list enumerating those arrangements¹³⁵ and the rationale behind engaging in a preferential relationship with that specific firm.¹³⁶

Our findings appear to indicate that schools, OPM, and lenders are not meeting the transparency requirements clearly enumerated under the law. This is especially troubling given that the OPM business model relies on revenue sharing arrangements, raising the question of whether OPMs at best suffer from the same conflicts and poorly structured incentives that marked the private lender scandals discussed above, and at worst are reliant on business conduct that is illegal.

**Scrubnity from the CFPB**

In the wake of the Great Recession, Congress passed Dodd-Frank, overhauling the regulatory structure that undergirds the American financial system. At the center of these reforms, Dodd-Frank established the CFPB and armed the new agency with an explicit mandate to focus on risks posed to consumers, irrespective of the type of financial entity that poses these risks.¹³⁷

To achieve this goal, Congress authorized the CFPB to determine whether private-sector firms were “covered persons” under the act based on whether firms perform one of several enumerated market functions or act as a service provider to such a firm.¹³⁸ As described at the time, Congress knew that creating “an agency that only had the authority to address the problems of the past, such as mortgages, would be too short-sighted. Experience has shown that consumer protections must adapt to new practices and new industries.”¹³⁹

As the foregoing analysis describes, the complex contractual arrangements between schools and OPMs and the ambiguous relationships between schools and lenders demand close scrutiny by federal and state regulators, particularly the CFPB. When approaching the obvious risks these arrangements pose to students and their families, the Bureau should consider functions performed by each of these parties and overlay the Dodd-Frank
Act on each set of specific functions. In their simplest form, the lenders described above—as firms engaged in "extending credit"—are definitionally “covered persons” under the Dodd-Frank Act. However, the CFPB’s coverage of the issues described above is not limited to lending and lenders. For example, the Bureau should scrutinize different permutations of the OPM-school-lender triad as follows:

- **Schools and OPMs engaged in “brokering” a consumer financial product.** Schools, whether public, private non-profit, or for-profit, routinely facilitate students' access to federal student loans and a range of private financial products, including private student loans and other types of debt and credit. Where a school or school official acts as an intermediary between a student and a lender and receives compensation from the lender, the school may be engaged in “brokering” that product, as described in the Dodd-Frank Act. Where an OPM performs these functions on behalf of a school and independently engages in the same practices, it may similarly be engaged in “brokering” a consumer financial product. As a result, the OPM, the school itself, or both could independently fall under the purview of the CFPB and be subject to oversight by the agency.

- **Schools and OPMs as providers of “financial advisory services.”** Similarly, schools and school officials routinely counsel borrowers about financial aid options, including loans and other extensions of credit. The financial aid process itself may constitute “providing financial advisory services . . . to consumers on individual financial matters” as described in the Dodd-Frank Act. As discussed above, in some circumstances schools leverage their established financial aid process when students attend online programs managed by an OPM. In other circumstances, an abbreviated financial aid process is managed entirely by the OPM, which directs revenue from students back to the school. Depending on the delegation of duties between the school and the OPM, one or both parties may be engaged in the provision of “financial advisory services” and fall under the purview of the CFPB.

- **OPMs, schools, and lenders as service providers.** The Dodd-Frank Act offers an expansive definition of a “service provider,” establishing the CFPB’s enforcement and supervisory authority with respect to a range of firms that do not meet the statutory definition of a “provider of a consumer financial product or service.” Specifically, Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act defines a service provider as “any person that provides a material service to a covered person in connection with the offering or provision by such covered person of a consumer financial product or service.” The Dodd-Frank Act offers illustrative examples of covered activities provided by service providers, each of which has obvious parallels to the practices described in the preceding sections of this report.
Schools and OPMs as participants in the design, operations, or management of a consumer financial product or service. First, the Dodd-Frank Act describes a company that “participates in designing, operating, or maintaining the consumer financial product or service.” The CFPB should carefully examine the range of financial products and services provided by each party and consider the circumstances under which another party is a participant in the design or operations of that product or service—a line of inquiry that, for example, could begin with scrutiny of OPMs that offer comprehensive, self-contained online programs that use schools’ branding and direct revenue back to schools, but provide no meaningful opportunity for schools to engage directly with students other than by leveraging schools’ financial aid system.

Schools and OPMs as processors of transactions related to consumer financial products and services. The Dodd-Frank Act also describes “processes transactions relating to the consumer financial product or service” as an illustrative example. Here the relationship between schools, lenders, and OPMs is particularly murky and worthy of attention. As described above, some students are able to pay certain OPM-operated programs directly for services and may utilize co-branded or endorsed private lending products that are incorporated into the transaction itself.

The preceding is not intended to be an exhaustive list of circumstances under which the Bureau has oversight or enforcement authority over the school-OPM-lender relationship. For example, CFPB has the ability to enforce a statutory ban on revenue sharing arrangements between schools and creditors. As mentioned, lenders agree under these deals to offer loans to a given school’s attendees in exchange for that school’s recommendation of the creditor’s products to its students. It is notable how similar these banned arrangements are to those that OPMs rely on as a central tenet of their business model. Moreover, where a school is participating in the Title IV federal student aid system, the Bureau’s execution of its authority over various types of private lenders may have immediate implications for Title IV schools’ compliance with the Higher Education Act itself, particularly regulations discussed above related to preferred lender arrangements between schools and creditors.
Recommendations

The findings and associated potential legal consequences outlined above point to a need for immediate intervention by regulators, law enforcement, and policymakers. The following recommendations constitute a badly needed minimum set of steps that these entities can take to protect borrowers nationwide from predatory lenders:

- **The CFPB must carefully scrutinize practices by OPMs that drive students toward shadow student debt.** Given the apparently large role that OPMs play in the execution of student financing and the substantial services that they offer lenders and schools in the delivery of financial aid, it is imperative that the CFPB further examine these firms and their conduct. Publicly available information indicates that OPMs—and in particular the large and often publicly traded firms that dominate the space—are likely covered persons subject to the CFPB’s jurisdiction. This means that the Bureau likely has the authority to utilize its supervision and enforcement tools in the space, including by conducting routine oversight through examinations or, where appropriate, pursuing litigation.

  The Dodd-Frank Act provides the Bureau broad authority through its enforcement tools, as well as the ability to assess through information gathering whether an institution is a covered person.\(^{153}\) Given the significant risks that borrowers face as a result of these firms’ efforts to drive students toward shadow student debt, as well as the larger concerns stemming from OPMs’ failure to comply with such additional consumer protections as preferred lender list requirements, the Bureau would be well situated to aggressively utilize its authority to scrutinize OPMs’ compliance with federal consumer law.

- **The Department of Education must enforce requirements around preferred lender arrangements and hold schools accountable for noncompliance.** It is clear that schools and OPMs are guiding students toward risky forms of debt without offering those borrowers or policymakers the full scope of information that these firms are required to under the law. The Department of Education already has tools at its disposal to hold schools and lenders accountable and to protect borrowers. The present findings indicate that the Department has engaged in little oversight and has not taken basic steps to implement these statutory obligations. ED must strictly enforce compliance with disclosure requirements related to preferred lender arrangements between private education loan companies and Title IV
institutions in the context of shadow student debt. Schools and lenders cannot continue operating under the impression that these disclosures do not apply because a given program exists as a non-degree granting bootcamp, because a program is facilitated by an OPM, or because a lender that a school clearly offers favored status happens to operate in the market for shadow student debt. In doing so, the Department should consider whether ongoing noncompliance with these disclosure obligations may violate a school’s program participation agreement and therefore jeopardize its eligibility for Title IV aid. Further, the Department should reconsider the 2011 guidance that provided the regulatory carveouts necessary for the revenue sharing arrangements at the center of the OPM sector. In the meantime, the Secretary of Education should be tracking relationships between Title IV schools and lenders as third-party servicer contracts—a tool that the Department already has at its disposal to compel extensive disclosures and hold schools’ business counterparties accountable for borrower harm—and enforcing disclosure requirements already on the books for preferred lender arrangements.\textsuperscript{154}

- **States must enact comprehensive registration laws to drive transparency and accountability for student financing companies.** States across the country are working toward enacting laws requiring all companies that finance students’ educational expenses to register with state regulators and publish key information about their businesses and credit portfolios.\textsuperscript{155} Whereas existing state licensing and registration laws can create oversight gaps that empower predatory actors to evade scrutiny, these more comprehensively designed laws act as a catch-all for the various types of debt and credit students use to pay for postsecondary schooling. In doing so, these laws create the scaffolding for a holistic system of oversight and regulation capable of protecting borrowers. States must hasten adoption of these laws while prioritizing the enforcement of existing state statutes to bring predatory firms and dangerous practices out of the shadows.
Conclusion

Public education is a public good, and public universities exist to deliver it. No student who turns to an institution of higher education to pursue a better life should find themselves driven toward dangerous credit products. If vocational programs including bootcamps are valuable for students, communities, and the country’s workforce needs, public colleges should be providing them in a way that drives long-term student success. Instead, it appears that schools are outsourcing basic aspects of their work while driving students into unaffordable and dubious debts.

It is time for the Department of Education to follow through on its obligations to protect students from risky lending, for regulators including the CFPB to take on dangerous practices, and for public universities to be held accountable for driving students toward potentially predatory debt.
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